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Ten Days
End Of Nothing
Glitch
Lost Wars
Breathe
Alternate
Bramley Cottage
Boring Pasta
E-Tronic
Calm Before The Storm
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Leading the way to Vanguard
Vanguard is the culmination of years of
composing, producing, experimenting and
learning and brings together my favourite
tracks that I created between 2001 and 2014.
The seed of what would grow to become
Vanguard took root in the year 2000, when I had
almost given up on creating music. Using
antiquated equipment - an Amiga A1200 and a
few early 90’s synth modules - I was becoming
increasingly frustrated with trying to produce
the tracks that I had been imagining. The likes
of BT, Underworld, Autechre and the
developing EDM scene felt worlds away.
Whilst those undeveloped ideas were
germinating, it wasn’t until 2003 when I obtained
a brand new laptop and the advent of
broadband that things picked up pace. I
downloaded several free VST instruments and
FX as well as a copy of Muzys DAW from
Computer Music magazine and suddenly, my
musical world exploded - just as I had
fantasised in my teens, whilst delivering the free
local newspaper around my hometown!
The transition from a Commodore Amiga
running Octamed to using a PC based DAW
incurred a steep learning curve but I soon
rediscovered my love of creating music.
I was amazed that I could finally use a vocoder,
which inspired me to write ‘Breathe,’ track 5 on
the first volume of Vanguard.

Over the coming years, I set up my first
studio - The Outhouse, as it really was an
old outhouse - continuing to write and
learning more but I still faced limitations
using Muzys and only free VST plugins.
I sold a few tracks via the music site MPeria
- long before the days of iTunes - which
resulted in Fluid Groove Records, a
fledgling label in Washington DC, getting in
touch after having heard ‘Lost Wars’ on the
very early incarnation of MySpace; I signed
up!
I began experimenting with other DAW’s to
work around the limitations of Muzys but in
2006 Luna arrived; an unlimited DAW
created by the same developer of Muzys.
Now I could use as many tracks and plugins
as my shiny, new desktop computer could
handle, allowing me to produce
soundtracks for two amateur films.
This, combined with the ever-growing
availability of VST instruments and FX and
the prevalence of broadband internet
resulted in one of the most exciting times of
my musical life.
By 2009 I had begun working with Bispatial,
a local songwriter, singer and producer
(plus cherished friend) and began a musical
partnership that’s still going strong. I was
also fast becoming part of a nascent
electronic music scene here in the UK,
which led to my working on Artificial> 01 and
02, two modest but successful electronic
music festivals.
By the start of the new decade I found
myself making the move to Apple Mac
computers and began using Logic Pro as
well as buying incredible VST’s, many of
which I still use today. I also began to
(reluctantly) play live and in partnership
with Bispatial won awards in two remix
competitions.

My musical life was increasingly busy as
2014 arrived, with more collaborations and
live performances. However, I found myself
feeling less inspired than before. While
production and synth software had
matured quickly over the previous ten to
fifteen years, I felt it inspired less and less.
Music was more easily available but felt less
inventive than that of the great pioneers of
the 1980’s and 90’s so I made the decision to
step away from releasing music and find a
new route ahead.
Inspired by the work of Serbian digital artist
Fluidizzed, we collaborated on a mixedmedia project that became my
‘Masquerade’ trilogy of albums - Veneer,
Tectonic and Superficial - book-ended by
the Facade ep release.
Finding my way back to making music
again, having solidified my musical identity
and sound with Masquerade, Bispatial
asked what I planned to do with the tracks
I’d produced in my ‘wilderness’ years.
He quite rightly pointed out that they
contained some real gems - worth dusting
off and giving new life - and discussion
turned towards curating a compilation of
early Blume music, some of which had been
previously unreleased.

Thankfully, Bispatial (being a true Blume fan) had
copies of tracks I had since lost and so began
many hours of remastering and editing, this time
using MuLab - the descendant of Muzys and
Luna!
The music you hear on Vanguard has been with
me for years and holds many fond memories of
places, people and experiences. Twenty tracks
have been carefully selected, in an attempt to
objectively showcase my musical output from 2001
to 2014.
Whilst some tracks had been forgotten and lost
where others have remained fresh in my mind,
this project has been a trip down memory lane,
one that I have thoroughly enjoyed and I hope
you do too!
Niels Blume
September 2021

Influences
Jean-Michel Jarre
One of my earliest musical memories was listening
to Equinox; I was probably around 6 years old.
Jarre’s first two albums - ‘Oxygene’ and ‘Equinox’ have provided significant inspiration since then,
especially the lush, rich pads and warm basses and
leads, which come through on several tracks on
Vanguard.

Jeff Wayne
Specifically his ‘War of the Worlds’ album.
I love sci-fi, I love music and so the
combination is magical. Every now and
again I try to combine the two (subtly) and
you can hear that on some tracks on
Vanguard.

Pet Shop Boys
Whilst not overtly apparent
on Vanguard, their melodic
song writing, electronicdriven production and often
dramatic sound have always
influenced me.

BT
‘Ima’ is an incredible album,
as is ‘This Binary Universe!’
The first has quite an
influence on the tracks on
Vanguard; the second
continues to influence me
today. BT is an amazing
artist!

Kraftwerk
About ten years ago I realised how much of
their work was familiar to me from my
childhood. It was then that I began to
appreciate just how much Kraftwerk has
influenced me, just as they have many other
electronic artists!

Various films

Yello

The Matrix Trilogy, ET, Star Wars, Super Man
(1978), Back to the Future, 2001, Star Trek,
Terminator, Inception, Blade Runner - if I had my
time again I would make orchestral, cinematic
music more often (I’m still working on it).

One of the most
experimental and
groundbreaking electronic
acts ever - often cinematic,
sometimes bonkers but
always full of melody - from
their basslines to their
leads, plus I love their use of
the human voice.

In the meantime, their influence on my work is
clear; epic lead melodies, cinematic chord
sequences, strings, pad sounds and a touch of
sci-fi here and there.

Underworld
The KLF
A short-lived music career but wow, especially
their remixes of other artists. Whilst they were a
little bit mad, they also had a huge sound - epic!

My love of Underworld goes back to the
mid-90’s and not because of ‘Trainspotting!’
‘Second Toughest in the Infants’ is still one of
my favourite albums. Underworld’s sound
design, cinematic approach and energy is
something I aspire to achieve even today.

